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Attacker Deterrence and Perceived Risk in a Stackelberg
Security Game

Garret Ridinger,1,2 Richard S. John,3 Michael McBride,1,2,∗ and Nicholas Scurich4,5,6

In Stackelberg security games, a defender must allocate scarce resources to defend against
a potential attacker. The optimal defense involves the randomization of scarce security re-
sources, yet how attackers perceive the risk given randomized defense is not well understood.
We conducted an experiment where attackers chose whether to attack or not attack targets
protected by randomized defense schemes, the key treatment variable being whether the de-
fender picks one target at random to guard or imperfectly guards all targets. The two schemes
are expected-payoff equivalent, and when provided separately we found no effect of having
one scheme or the other. Yet, when both are present, we found that subjects had a preference
for the fixed scheme, a preference that cannot be reduced to differences in beliefs. Overall,
our results suggest that understanding how individuals perceive risk is vital to understand the
behavior of attackers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In Stackelberg security games, a defender must
allocate scarce resources to defend multiple targets
against a potential attacker, and the attacker then
chooses which target to attack.(1) The optimal de-
fense generally randomizes resources across the tar-
gets to avoid being exploited by potential attackers
under the assumption that attackers are risk neutral.7
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7Theoretical work on Stackelberg security games has important
policy applications. For example, recent decision-making soft-

However, recent research finds that human subject
attackers select options that fail to maximize their ex-
pected value, thereby allowing defenders to exploit
this fact in implementing their strategies. (5–7) In or-
der to select the best defense strategy, it is impor-
tant for defenders of real-world targets to understand
how attackers perceive risk.

This article uses a laboratory experiment to
study the perceived risk of attackers in security
games. Similar to Yang et al.,(7) each subject takes
the role of attacker and decides which of five po-
tentially guarded doors to attack or not to attack
any of them. Both the number of guards and the
potential payoffs were randomized across rounds
by a computer. Our primary treatment variables
are the number of guards (one or two) and two
guarding schemes. The guarding schemes differ only
in how they implemented the randomized strategy,
allowing us to investigate the role of perceived risk

ware has helped aid in allocating limited resources at the Los
Angeles International Airport,(2) the U.S. Federal Air Mar-
shals Service,(3) the U.S. Transportation Security,(4) and the U.S.
Coast Guard.(5)
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in attacker decision making. In Scheme F (fixed),
individual guards randomly select a single door to
guard. In Scheme R (rotating), individual guards
randomly patrol all doors. In all treatment condi-
tions, we randomly varied the cost and reward of
attacking.

We find that subjects respond qualitatively as
predicted to changes in both the payoffs and the
probability of being caught, and that risk prefer-
ences were important in explaining deterrence. De-
terrence rates (i.e., the proportion of times subjects
chose not to attack any door) were similar in Scheme
F and Scheme R, suggesting that subjects perceived
the risks similarly in both schemes. However, when
subjects could choose which scheme to attack, there
was a clear preference for Scheme F. We ran two
additional sessions to test the robustness of this re-
sult and identify potential causes. In one, we ex-
plicitly asked the subjects to report probabilistic be-
liefs they would get caught, thus allowing us to iden-
tify if the preference for F was due to a mispercep-
tion in risk. In the other session, we changed the
wording of the descriptions of Schemes F and R to
check if the preference for F was due to an uninten-
tional framing in our original script. We find that dif-
ferences in beliefs across the schemes cannot fully
explain the preference for F over R, and that this
finding was robust to wording changes in the script.
In short, our research identifies a behavioral reg-
ularity not easily explained by standard behavioral
theories.

There are many potential ways that attacker-
defender games can be modeled. Substantial focus
on attacker and defender behavior in security games
has centered on the Colonel Blotto game.(8–10)

The attacker and defender each allocate resources
over a number of battlefields simultaneously,
and the resource allocation by both players in-
fluences the probability that one or the other
wins a given battlefield. The Colonel Blotto game
has been used to examine a number of security
issues, including: suicide terrorism,(11) jamming
radio communications,(12) and phishing attacks.(13)

Experimental tests where players have unequal
resources find evidence that subjects are sensitive to
the asymmetry and the results show some support
for the theoretical predictions.(14,15) It is important
to note that the results from Chowdhury et al.(15)

showed substantial variance in subject choices,
suggesting that expected value maximization may
not be the appropriate model for human behavior
in these games. It is often assumed that players in

Colonel Blotto games make choices simultaneously.8

This is a key difference between the Blotto game
literature and our article as we focus on instances
where the defender commits to the strategy prior to
the attacker’s decision. Our study thus sheds light on
situations where a potential criminal or terrorist may
conduct surveillance to learn the defenders’ strategy
prior to making an attack choice.

Our research complements previous work
that accounts for behavioral anomalies in Stack-
elberg security games. Pita et al.(6) introduced the
Combined Observability and Bounded Rationality
Assumption (COBRA) model, which assumes that
subjects have an anchoring bias when evaluating
probabilities and allows a chance that subjects will
deviate from best responses. Yang et al.(7) introduce
additional behavioral models that include prospect
theory(17) and Quantal response.(18) Experimental
results found that their Best Response to Quantal
Response (BRQR) model preformed best overall
compared to competing models like COBRA.(6) A
recent real-world application assumed that potential
attackers behave according to a Quantal Response
(QR) model. (5) In the model, potential attackers
can make mistakes when choosing best responses.
Results revealed how defenders could improve
their strategies by taking advantage of attackers’
mistakes. This line of research shows that improved
understanding of attacker decision making can lead
to better expected outcomes for defenders.

The experiment closest to ours is Yang et al.,(7)

which draws inspiration from the security problem at
the Los Angeles International Airport. (2) Each sub-
ject played the role of attacker and could choose to
enter one of eight doors (i.e., gates at the airport).
Each door had different rewards and penalties as
well as probabilities that the door was guarded. Our
experiment differs from Yang et al.(7) in that subjects
can always choose to not attack any of the doors. This
allows us to investigate conditions under which sub-
jects will be deterred from attacking. Our experiment
also differs in that we examine how changes in the im-
plementation of the randomized strategies influence
attacker behavior.

While our objective is to examine deterrence
and perceived risk in Stackelberg security games,

8A notable exception is Powell,(16) who analyzed a sequential
Blotto game where a defender allocates resources prior to be-
ing attacked. In the subgame perfect equilibrium the defender
minmaxes the attacker and the attacker chooses a best response
that minimizes the defender’s expected loss.
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we focus exclusively on attacker behavior. 9 Similar
to Yang et al.,(7) subjects in our experiment are
making decisions under risk. In our experiment,
attackers’ decisions are in the context of a Stackel-
berg security game, which could differ from standard
risk experiments where subjects select among a set
of alternative gambles. Recent experiments exam-
ining deterrence and risk include Friesen(26) and
DeAngelo and Charness,(27) Motivated by tax com-
pliance, Friesen(26) found that subjects were more
deterred by the severity of punishment compared to
the probability of being caught. In DeAngelo and
Charness,(27) subjects were asked to choose whether
to speed or not. The authors found that deterrence
increased in a regime with a high probability of
being caught and a low fine compared to a regime
with a low probability of being caught and a high
fine. When subjects could vote for their preferred
regime, they were less likely to be deterred if their
favored regime was implemented. Instead of voting,
our experiment includes treatments where subjects
can select which guarding scheme they would like to
attack. In addition, our schemes keep the probability
and costs of being caught the same, allowing us to in-
vestigate the influence of different guarding schemes
on the risk perception of potential attackers.

Our article contributes to this line of research by
using a controlled laboratory experiment to investi-
gate how attackers respond to changes in payoffs and
risk.10 We recognize that the university students used

9Recent research has considered the defender’s behavior in se-
quential choice in security games. Bier et al.(19) found that de-
fenders maximize deterrence by centrally allocating resources
and publicly revealing their defensive allocations. Dighe et al.(20)

show deterrence can be less costly using partial disclosure of
defenses. Berman and Gavious(21) analyzed the optimal place-
ment of resources in a network to respond to potential acts of
terrorism, while Zhuang et al.(22) show in a multiperiod game
that defenders can provide more cost-effective security by uti-
lizing both secrecy and deception. Bier et al.(23) examine opti-
mal allocation of defensive resources computationally. Shan and
Zhuang(24) study credible and noncredible retaliation in pre-
venting the smuggling of nuclear weapons, and Hausken and
Zhuang(25) examine deterrence of terrorist attacks in a dynamic
game. Our study focuses on how attackers respond rather than
on the defender’s optimal strategy.

10Although not investigating attacker behavior, Scurich and
John(28) used survey evidence to examine public perception
of two types of randomization schemes implemented at air-
port security. With the probability of detection the same, sub-
jects were presented with a traditional scheme where everyone
was searched and a randomized scheme were people were ran-
domly selected to be searched . Participants rated the traditional
scheme as fairer and safer, but less convenient compared to the

as human subjects in our experiments may not man-
ifest all the characteristics of real-life attackers. Nor
do the relatively low stakes used in the experiment
capture the high stakes in real-life attacker-defender
settings. It is, of course, impossible to capture all fea-
tures of real life for ethical and practical reasons.
However, it is hoped that our findings will ultimately
provide some practical benefit akin to those found
in other experimental studies of attacker-defender
games such as Shieh et al.(5) The applicability of our
findings will depend on the extent to which the ob-
served behavioral peculiarities are common to all hu-
mans.11

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The experiment was programmed and conducted
with the z-Tree experimental software package.(32)

In each round, each subject was given an endow-
ment of $8, told how many guards were at work, the
monetary reward for success, and the fine for getting
caught. Each subject then chose whether to attack
or not attack. Attacking requires the subject to pay
a cost of $3, which reflects the effort and resources
put into planning and carrying out an attack. If a sub-
ject chose to attack, then she had to select one of five
doors to enter. If the door attacked by the subject
was not guarded, then the subject received a mone-
tary reward. If the attacked door was guarded, then
the subject incurred a punishment fine. At the end
of the round, the subject was told the outcome of

randomized scheme. In this article, we show that how the ran-
domization is implemented could be an important aspect in un-
derstanding potential attacker behavior.

11There are reasons to believe, however, that our subjects pro-
vide a meaningful sample. First, there is reason to believe that
our student subjects have risk preferences sufficiently similar
to other groups. Recent research on a criminal population, for
example, has found that inmates respond similarly to risk and
deterrence as student populations, although there is a higher
percentage of inmates who tend to be risk seeking compared
to students.(29) While the criminal population is likely to differ
from terrorist populations, this result suggests that research in
regards to risk and decision making may have applicability in
other populations thought to differ greatly compared to our stu-
dent population. Second, while individual data on terrorist deci-
sion making are scarce, evidence seems to suggest that planners
of attacks take into account the expected costs and benefits in
their decisions.30,31 This suggests that actual attackers would re-
spond to risks in similar ways as other subjects. Third, although
our experiment lacks mundane realism, it does have high exper-
imental realism. Subjects are highly involved in the task and are
motivated to perform the task well.
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that round. A new round would then begin, with 40
rounds in total.

The reward and punishment cost varied each
round. In the High Stakes condition, the reward for a
successful attack was $10 and the punishment cost if
caught was $5. Under the Low Stakes condition, the
reward for a successful attack was $5 and the punish-
ment if caught was $2.50. These potential payments
are revealed to the subject at the beginning of each
round, so the subject understands the stakes when
deciding to attack or not attack.

The probability of getting caught depended on
how many guards were at work. Under the One
Guard condition, a single guard was responsible for
all five doors but had to split efforts across them.
This corresponds to a 20% chance of getting caught
if choosing to attack. With Two Guards, two guards
were responsible for all five doors, and the corre-
sponding chance of getting caught is 40%. The num-
ber of guards is revealed to the subject before the
subject makes the choice for that round. If the subject
chooses attack, the computer software uses a random
number generator to select whether the subject was
successful or caught, and the result is then revealed
to the subject.

Thus, a single round consisted of one of four
possible stakes-guards combinations (High Stakes-
One Guard, High Stakes-Two Guards, Low Stakes-
One Guard, Low Stakes-Two Guards). Each subject
participated in 10 rounds for each of these combi-
nations, the order being randomized at the subject
level. Fig. 1(a) shows the decision tree for subject
and Fig. 1(b) shows the expected values of the sub-
ject choices based on the different conditions.

This setup is admittedly oversimplified but cap-
tures the essence of many real-world attacker-
defender setting. For example, at airports and ports
and harbors, limited security personnel are tasked
with ensuring safety at multiple potential targets
(e.g., different gates at an airport), and those per-
sonnel must decide at which targets they will pro-
vide defensive presence. Indeed, predicted behav-
ior in attacker-defender models such as the one we
consider here are used to develop the optimal de-
fensive strategies used for the Los Angeles Interna-
tional Airport, the U.S. Federal Air Marshals, the
U.S. Coast Guard, and more (see footnote 1).

While this stakes-guards combination was varied
within subject, the guarding scheme varied between
subjects; that is, a subject only ever faced a single
guarding scheme treatment condition. We consider
three primary treatments, with two additional treat-

ments for robustness. The three primary treatments
were: Treatment F where subjects chose to attack
Scheme F (fixed) or not attack, Treatment R where
subjects chose to attack Scheme R (rotating) or not
attack, and Treatment FR where subjects chose to at-
tack Scheme F, attack Scheme R, or not attack. In
any given round, the probability of getting caught un-
der either Scheme F or Scheme R was identical and
determined solely by the number of guards.

Under Scheme F, the guards were randomly as-
signed to guard exactly one of the five doors. The
guards stayed at that door the entire time. If there
was one guard, then one of the five doors was
guarded. If two guards, then two of the five doors
were guarded. Under Scheme R, guards randomly
selected which doors to guard. The guards spent an
equal amount of time guarding each door, and never
guarded the same door at the same time. In both
schemes, if a subject chose to attack and the door
they selected was guarded, then they were caught and
had to pay the punishment cost.

We also conducted two additional treatments to
further investigate the behavior observed in the pri-
mary treatments. In the Treatment FR with Beliefs,
after a subject made her attack choice, she was asked
to select a door whether choosing attack or not at-
tack. If the subject chose not to attack, then the sub-
ject was prompted to select the door she would have
selected had she chosen to attack. After the door se-
lection, but before the subject learned whether that
door was guarded or not, she was asked the percent
chance that she believed that the selection of that
door would have been successful if she had attacked
Scheme F and if she had attacked Scheme R. Both
stated beliefs were incentivized using a proper scor-
ing rule where the beliefs of an individual subject i
are βk

i , where k ∈ {F, R} represents the belief of a
successful attack for a given scheme. If the attack was
successful, then subjects received $1 − $1 ∗ (1 − βk

i )2.
If caught, then subjects received $1 − $1 ∗ (βk

i )2. To
ensure understanding of the rule, subjects were pre-
sented with a table that gave numerical examples of
potential payoffs that subjects would have received
based on their stated belief and outcome.12 The pur-
pose of this treatment condition was to obtain data
that could be correlated with choices to determine
whether individual perceived risk predicts behavior.

For our second robustness treatment, called
Treatment FR with Time, the descriptions of the

12Screenshots of the table viewed by subjects can be found in the
Supporting Information.
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(b) Expected Value by Condition

Fig. 1. Experimental parameters and conditions.

schemes were changed to give an explicit timing
frame. If subjects chose to attack Scheme F or at-
tack Scheme R, then they had 10 seconds to choose
a door. In Scheme F, guards were randomly assigned
to guard one of the five doors and stayed at the door
for the entire 10 seconds. In Scheme R, guards vis-
ited every door once but in an order randomly deter-
mined by the computer such that they never guarded
the same door at the same time. Each guard spent
2 seconds guarding each door and it took them zero
seconds to switch to a different door. Subjects were
caught based on whether the door was guarded at
the exact time they selected that door. The purpose
of this treatment was to test whether behavior found
in Treatment FR was due to misunderstanding in
the original FR script. The explicit timing description
adds enhanced clarity.

To measure risk preferences we follow
Caldara,(33) who modified the approach used by
Eckel and Grossman.(34) Subjects were asked to se-
lect one of three lottery choices: (1) 100% chance to
receive $5, (2) 50% chance to receive $7.00 and 50%
chance to receive $2.80, or (3) 50% chance to receive
$6.05 and 50% chance to receive $4.00. If subjects
exhibit constant relative risk aversion (CRRA), then
subjects who have a CRRA coefficient: greater than
0.24 should choose option (1), less than −0.21 should
prefer option (2), and between 0.24 and −0.21 should
select option (2).13 Subjects who chose option (1)
were classified as risk averse. Subjects who chose
option (2) were classified as risk loving. Subjects who
chose option (3) were classified as risk neutral. We
acknowledge that our type classification is imperfect

13The CRRA values for the risk preference categories differ from
Caldara,(33) who uses greater than 0.4 for risk averse and less
than −0.4 for risk seeking.

as individuals who are slightly risk averse or risk
loving could be classified as risk neutral. Despite this
caveat, we show that our measure of risk preference
correlates with subject behavior in the expected
manner.

In all treatments, one round out of the 40 was
chosen randomly for payment at the end of the ex-
periment. The random payment of a single round
helps to mitigate potential endowment effects that
may link behavior across rounds and better captures
the notion of one-shot decisions. At the end of each
round, subjects were told the results and the pay-
ment they would receive if the current round were
randomly selected at the end of the period. Sub-
jects were not told how other players behaved in the
experiment. For all previous rounds, subjects could
view whether they had been caught and the payoff
earned. After subjects finished the 40 rounds, but be-
fore they learned which round was selected for pay-
ment, subjects participated in the risk elicitation pro-
cedure. Subjects then completed a questionnaire that
asked demographic questions.

Screenshots of the experiment software and in-
structions are provided in the Supporting Informa-
tion available from the authors.

3. RESULTS

Our experiment was conducted with 300 stu-
dents at the Experimental Social Science Labora-
tory (ESSL) at the University of California, Irvine,
a large public university. Each subject participated in
one of 10 experimental sessions that took place in a
computer laboratory. Prior to each experimental ses-
sion, students were randomly selected from the lab-
oratory’s subject pool and sent an email about the
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Table I. Treatment Summary Statistics

Not Attack Attack Number Average
Attack Scheme F Scheme R of Subjects Earnings ($)

Treatment F 0.46 0.54 58 20.83
Treatment R 0.45 0.55 68 20.34
Treatment FR 0.43 0.41 0.17 60 20.16
Treatment FR with Beliefs 0.42 0.39 0.19 54 22.16
Treatment FR with Time 0.39 0.43 0.19 60 21.90

upcoming session. Students then signed up for the
session via the laboratory’s website. After arriving
for the experiment, each subject was randomly as-
signed to a computer terminal. The subject then re-
ceived the instruction via computer display and made
choices using the mouse. After all subjects had com-
pleted their decisions, they lined up to receive their
monetary earnings. All sessions lasted 40–60 min-
utes.14 No subject participated in more than one ses-
sion. In addition to earnings based on decisions de-
scribed in the prior section, subjects were each given
a $7 show-up payment.

Table I gives summary statistics for the differ-
ent treatments. Overall, subjects were more likely to
choose to attack Scheme F compared to Scheme R
across all treatments. The minimum payment earned
by subjects was $10 and the maximum payment was
$31. The average payment across all treatments was
$21.04. Table II provides summary statistics for inde-
pendent variables that will be used in subsequent re-
gression analysis. The variable Expected Payoff Max
Not Attack is a dummy variable equal to 1 if choosing
not attack maximizes expected value. This occurs in
the Low Stakes-Two Guards condition. The variable
Expected Payoff Difference is equal to the difference
in expected value between attacking and not attack-
ing.15 The vast majority of subjects were classified as
either risk neutral or risk averse by our risk elicita-
tion procedure; only 18% of subjects were classified
as risk seeking. The variables Scheme F and Scheme
R belief are the subject’s reported beliefs about the
success of attacking Scheme F and Scheme R, re-

14Economics experiments typically last 1–1.5 hours and involve a
similar number of decision. Boredom and fatigue can occur in
these types of experiments, but we believe were less likely in
our experiment because it was shorter (under an hour), and the
decisions were fairly simple.

15For example, in the one guard and high stakes condition the ex-
pected value of attacking is $12. Since subjects get $8 for not
attacking, Expected Payoff Difference takes on a value of 4 in
this case.

Table II. Summary Statistics: Independent Variables

Mean SD Min Max

Condition and Risk Variables
High Stakes 0.50 0.50 0 1
Two Guards 0.50 0.50 0 1
Expected Payoff Max Not Attack 0.25 0.43 0 1
Expected Payoff Difference 1.38 1.85 −1 4
Risk Averse 0.38 0.49 0 1
Risk Neutral 0.44 0.50 0 1
Risk Loving 0.18 0.39 0 1
Self-Reported Variables
Female 0.58 0.49 0 1
Age 20.30 2.10 17 30
Belief Variables
Scheme R Belief 65.19 26.63 0 100
Scheme F Belief 70.24 25.38 0 100
Scheme R Belief One Guard 69.38 25.77 0 100
Scheme F Belief One Guard 75.76 23.79 0 100
Scheme R Belief Two Guards 60.97 26.82 0 100
Scheme F Belief Two Guards 64.66 25.71 0 100
Scheme R Belief More Likely 0.14 0.35 0 1
Scheme F Belief More Likely 0.32 0.46 0 1
Scheme F and R Equally Likely 0.54 0.50 0 1
Correct Beliefs 0.14 0.34 0 1

spectively. The dummy variable Scheme F (R) more
likely is equal to one if subjects reported that Scheme
F (R) was more likely to be successful. If subjects re-
ported that the likelihood of success was the same
for both schemes, then the dummy variable Scheme
F and R Equally Likely is equal to one. The variable
Correct Beliefs is a dummy variable equal to one if
subjects reported correct beliefs for both schemes.
Overall, subjects on average reported a lower like-
lihood of success in attacking Scheme R compared to
attacking Scheme F.

Result 1. As predicted, deterrence is positively associ-
ated with risk aversion, negatively associated with risk
loving, and positively associated with expected payoff.

Table III gives results of Probit regressions ex-
amining the relationship between deterrence and
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Table III. Predicting Choice to Not Attack by Expected Payoffs and Risk

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Not Not Not Not Not Not

Attack Attack Attack Attack Attack Attack

Expected Payoff Max 1.18*** 0.51*** 0.52*** 0.52*** 0.70*** 1.24***

Not Attack (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.09)
Expected Payoff −0.22*** −0.23*** −0.23*** −0.30*** −0.51***

Difference (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
Risk Averse 0.24*** 0.23*** 0.31*

(0.03) (0.03) (0.12)
Risk Loving −0.34*** −0.35*** −0.47**

(0.04) (0.04) (0.16)
Female −0.09*** −0.10

(0.03) (0.11)
Age 0.03*** 0.05+

(0.01) (0.03)
Round 0.01*** 0.01*** 0.01***

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Intercept −0.48*** −0.03 −0.06* −0.82*** −1.17*

(0.01) (0.02) (0.03) (0.13) (0.57)
N 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 11,600
Pseudo R2 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.26
ρ 0.46
Model χ2 1,829.24 2,311.39 2,587.43 2,671.80 2,456.11 3,138.28

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Columns (1)–(5) are Probit regressions. Column (6) is a random effects Probit regression. Column
(7) is a fixed effects Logit regression. + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

risk. The Probit model is a latent variable model that
is used for binary dependent variables assuming the
error term follows a normal distribution.(35) Subjects
who maximize expected payoffs should only choose
to not attack in the two guard and low stakes con-
dition. Results from column (1) show that deterrence
was higher in the two guard and low stakes condition.
This result, though not surprising, is an important
benchmark; because subjects responded to the re-
wards and costs in predictable manners, the decision
setting is one in which we can plausibly study both
perception of risk and decisions under risk. However,
the pseudo R2 is low, suggesting that expected payoff
maximization is not the whole story. Depending on
the condition, the difference in expected payoff be-
tween attacking and not attacking changes. Column
(2) includes a variable that captures the differences in
expected payoffs between not attacking and attack-
ing. Both Expected Payoff Max Not Attack and Ex-
pected Payoff Difference are significant. In addition,
the overall fit of the regression improved, with the
pseudo R2 increasing from 0.11 to 0.14.

Column (3) includes the elicited risk preference.
The estimated coefficients for risk-averse and risk-
loving subjects have the expected signs, i.e., risk-

loving (averse) subjects are less (more) likely to be
deterred from attacking. Column (4) adds additional
controls where the coefficients for female, age, and
round are all significant.

Because subjects made repeated choices, it is un-
likely that the independence assumption will be met.
We confront this issue by using both random effects
Probit and fixed effects Logit. The random effects
Probit model allows us to account for random indi-
vidual heterogeneity among subjects assuming there
is no correlation between the individual error term
and the independent variables. Column (5) gives the
results using a random effects Probit regression. Ex-
cept for the coefficient on round, the additional con-
trols are no longer significant. Column (6) shows the
results of a fixed effects Logit regression. Due to dif-
ferencing the data, using the fixed effects Logit model
allows us to control for any individual subject fixed
effects that may be correlated with the independent
variables. It is clear that, even after controlling for in-
dividual fixed heterogeneity, the subjects were influ-
enced by both expected value maximization as well
as changes in payoff differences.

In short, while subjects responded to changes
in the expected payoffs, additional factors like the
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Table IV. Fraction of Subjects Consistent with Expected Value Maximization

Percent of Consistent Choices

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50%

Treatment F 0.00 0.12 0.31 0.60 0.79 0.86
Treatment R 0.00 0.10 0.31 0.52 0.68 0.91
Treatment FR 0.02 0.08 0.23 0.57 0.78 0.93
Treatment FR with Beliefs 0.00 0.02 0.19 0.55 0.81 0.94
Treatment FR with Time 0.00 0.12 0.33 0.72 0.83 0.87
Total 0.00 0.09 0.28 0.59 0.78 0.90

difference in payoffs and risk preferences also mat-
ter. This final point can be seen clearly in Table IV,
which shows the fraction of subjects who are consis-
tent with expected payoff maximization. For only 1
out of 300 subjects were all of the subject’s choices
consistent with expected payoff maximization.

Result 2. The overall rate of deterrence was not influ-
enced by the treatment schemes.

Table V shows the effect of the treatment vari-
ables on deterrence. In the first column, both Treat-
ment F and Treatment FR with Time are statistically
different from Treatment FR, yet this significance is
lost in column (2) when using a random effects Pro-
bit. In column (3), additional controls were added to
the pooled Probit model. Column (4) shows that the
significant difference of the treatment variables is lost
when using a random effects Probit. The estimates in-
dicate that overall deterrence was similar across the
different treatments. Though perhaps unsurprising,
this is a key result of the article and forms an impor-
tant benchmark for comparison with the rest of the
results.

One interest is whether subjects behaved differ-
ently in Treatment F compared to Treatment R. We
fail to reject the hypotheses that deterrence rates
were the same between the two treatments for each
of the four conditions. Nonparametric results are as
follows: (1) One Guard and High Stakes (Wilcoxon
rank-sum test, z = −0.418, p = 0.676), (2) One
Guard and Low Stakes (Wilcoxon rank-sum test,
z = 0.699, p = 0.485), (3) Two Guards and High
Stakes (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, z = −0.478, p
= 0.633), and (4) Two Guards and Low Stakes
(Wilcoxon signed-sum test, z = 1.238, p = 0.216).16

Overall, deterrence was similar between Treatments
F and R.

16All p-values have been rounded to the third decimal place. Un-
less otherwise noted, all tests are two-sided.

Adding additional alternatives could potentially
influence subject choices. While overall deterrence
rates are similar between Treatment F and Treat-
ment FR, there was a statistical difference at the 10%
level between the two treatments in the One Guard
and High Stakes condition (Wilcoxon rank-sum test,
z = 1.893, p = 0.058). No statistically significant dif-
ference was found in the remaining conditions. When
comparing deterrence rates between Treatment R
and Treatment FR, none of the conditions were sig-
nificantly different from each other.

Result 3. Under Treatment FR in which both F and
R are available, subjects were more likely to attack
Scheme F than Scheme R.

Result 3 is a striking result, and the first re-
sult that was unanticipated. Under Treatment FR,
there is on average a preference to attack Scheme F
over Scheme R when choosing to attack. Looking at
Fig. 2 we can see that this preference held over the
three different FR treatments as well. Since subjects
made repeated choices, statistical tests on the pooled
data violate the independence assumption. To deal
with this we let the subject averages be our unit of
observation. In Treatment FR, subjects were overall
more likely to choose to attack Scheme F compared
to Scheme R (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, z = 4.610,
p = 0.000).

In addition, from Fig. 3 we can see that Scheme F
was chosen more often than Scheme R in all four con-
ditions; that is, although Schemes F and R have the
same probability of success, subjects prefer Scheme F
when given the choice. Using subject averages as our
unit of observation, we test whether subjects were
more likely to attack Scheme F compared to Scheme
R across the four conditions. The results of the non-
parametric tests for Treatment FR are as follows: (1)
One Guard and High Stakes (Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, z = 4.852, p = 0.000), (2) One Guard and Low
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Table V. Predicting Choice to Not Attack by Treatment

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Not Attack Not Attack Not Attack Not Attack

Treatment F 0.08* 0.13 0.07+ 0.11
(0.04) (0.14) (0.04) (0.18)

Treatment R 0.06 0.08 0.10** 0.14
(0.04) (0.14) (0.04) (0.17)

Treatment FR with Beliefs −0.02 −0.05 −0.01 −0.05
(0.04) (0.15) (0.04) (0.18)

Treatment FR with Time −0.10** −0.10 −0.09* −0.12
(0.04) (0.14) (0.04) (0.18)

Expected Payoff Max 0.52*** 0.70***

Not Attack (0.04) (0.05)
Expected Payoff −0.23*** −0.30***

Difference (0.01) (0.01)
Risk Averse 0.24*** 0.33**

(0.03) (0.13)
Risk Loving −0.33*** −0.44**

(0.04) (0.16)
Female −0.08** −0.09

(0.03) (0.12)
Age 0.04*** 0.05*

(0.01) (0.03)
Round 0.01*** 0.01***

(0.00) (0.00)
Intercept −0.19*** −0.24* −0.89*** −1.27*

(0.03) (0.10) (0.13) (0.57)
N 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000
Pseudo R2 0.00 0.16
ρ 0.36 0.46
χ2 29.89 3.46 2,700.96 2,457.35

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Columns (1) and (3) are Probit regressions. Columns (2) and (4) are random effect Probit regressions.
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Stakes (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, z = 3.629, p =
0.000), (3) Two Guards and High Stakes (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, z = 2.446, p = 0.015), and (4) Two
Guards and Low Stakes (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
z = 1.747, p = 0.081). While the Two Guards-Low
Stakes condition was only significant at the 10%
level, the number of subjects choosing to attack was
low. Scheme F was statistically more likely to be cho-
sen across all conditions.

Result 4. Under Treatment FR with Beliefs: (a) if
a subject assigns different beliefs to Scheme F and
Scheme R, then that subject is more likely to attack the
scheme with higher expected payoff; and (b) subjects
who assign the same beliefs to Schemes F and R are
more likely to attack Scheme F than Scheme R.

One reason that subjects may prefer Scheme F
over Scheme R could be due to differing beliefs
about the probabilities of being caught. In Treatment

FR with Beliefs, subjects reported their beliefs about
the success of attacking Scheme R and Scheme F.
Subjects indicated that attacking Scheme F was more
likely to be successful compared to Scheme R in the
One Guard condition (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, z
= 3.725, p = 0.000) and the Two Guard condition
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, z = 2.452, p = 0.014).

One potential issue is that eliciting beliefs can
potentially change subject behavior. Comparing the
two treatments, we fail to reject the hypotheses that
the distributions of subjects choosing not attack
(Wilcoxon rank-sum test, z = −0.014, p = 0.989),
attack Scheme F (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, z =
0.338, p = 0.735), and attack Scheme R (Wilcoxon
rank-sum test, z = −0.103, p = 0.918) are the same.

Fig. 4 shows the cumulative distribution of sub-
ject stated beliefs about being successful if attacking
Scheme F and Scheme R by the number of guards.
It is clear that there is a wide range of reported
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beliefs for both schemes and guard conditions. Over-
all, subjects indicated that an attack in Scheme F is
more likely to be successful compared to an attack
in Scheme R. Despite this, there was a great deal of
heterogeneity in subject reported beliefs. 17

17One potential worry is that some subjects reported a success
probability of 20% and 40% which is the correct probability of

Table VI gives results from a multinomial Pro-
bit regression predicting subjects’ choices. The multi-
nomial Probit framework is designed for settings in
which there are three or more alternatives and those

failure. It could be that subjects misunderstood what they were
asked. While this is a concern, the results in the article are robust
to removing these subjects from the data.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution of subjects stated beliefs of success by scheme and number of guards.

Table VI. Predicting Attack Choices by Beliefs: Multinomial
Probit Regression

(1) (2)
Not Attack Attack Scheme F

Scheme R Belief −0.02*** −0.03***

(0.00) (0.00)
Scheme F Belief 0.02*** 0.04***

(0.00) (0.00)
Expected Payoff 0.12 −0.07

(0.17) (0.17)
Expected Payoff Difference −0.36*** 0.09*

(0.04) (0.04)
Risk Averse 0.35** 0.04

(0.12) (0.12)
Risk Loving −0.41** −0.26*

(0.13) (0.13)
Female 0.13 0.21+

(0.12) (0.11)
Age 0.08** 0.01

(0.03) (0.03)
Round 0.01* −0.00

(0.00) (0.00)
Intercept −0.89 −0.33

(0.61) (0.61)
Predicted Probability 0.41 0.40

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. The base outcome vari-
able is Attack Scheme R. + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ***
p < 0.001.

alternatives do not have a natural ordering,(35) such
as the case in Treatment FR where subjects can
choose to attack F, attack R, or not attack. The re-
sults in both columns are compared to the base vari-
able attack Scheme R. Looking at column (2) it is
clear that subjects who reported higher Scheme F be-
liefs of success were more likely to attack Scheme
F compared to Scheme R. Similarly, higher Scheme
R beliefs were associated with a lower probability of
attacking Scheme F.18 The predicted probabilities of
the model are similar to the actual probabilities (see
Supporting Information), suggesting that the multi-
nomial Probit regression estimates fit the data rea-
sonably well.

While beliefs seem to influence the choices that
subjects make, even when subjects reported the cor-
rect probability for both Scheme F and Scheme R,
subjects still prefer to attack Scheme F. This can
be seen in Fig. 5, which shows the average attack
choices broken down by stated beliefs. Not surpris-
ingly, subjects who indicated that Scheme F (R) was
more likely to be successful were more likely to

18The regression results hold for a number of additional belief
measures including using squared deviations from the correct
probability, and differences between the two stated beliefs.
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Scheme R More Likely Scheme F More Likely

Scheme F and R Equally Likely Correct Beliefs

Not Attack Attack Fixed
Attack Rotating

Fig. 5. Attack choices by stated beliefs.

attack Scheme F (R). Interestingly, subjects who re-
ported that Scheme F and R were equally likely
to be successful still preferred to attack Scheme F
over Scheme R. This pattern holds when we restrict
the sample to include only subjects who indicated
correct beliefs for both schemes. A similar pattern
occurs when attack choices are broken down by con-
ditions (see Supporting Information). Clearly, even
when subjects stated correct beliefs for both schemes,
they still preferred to attack Scheme F compared to
Scheme R.

Result 5. The preference for Scheme F was robust
to changes in the description of the scheme.

One potential explanation for Results 3 and 4
is that the wording used in Treatment FR uninten-
tionally conveyed to subjects a greater sense of risk
associated with Scheme R than Scheme F. To test
for this possibility, we conducted the Treatment FR
with Time treatment that altered the description of
the schemes. Table VII presents a multinomial Pro-
bit regression addressing how attack choices were in-
fluenced by treatment. From columns (1) and (2), we
see that subjects were more likely to attack Scheme F
and Scheme R in Treatment FR with Time compared
to Treatment FR (see the Supporting Information for
predicted probabilities). The preference for Scheme
F is thus robust to changes in the description. This
finding lends support to the conclusion that this be-
havioral puzzle is not a simple artifact of our basic
experiment design but may extend to other attacker-
defender settings, a fact we discuss more below.

Table VII. Predicting Attack Choices by Treatment: Multinomial
Probit Regression

(1) (2)
Attack Attack

Scheme F Scheme R

Treatment FR with Beliefs −0.02 0.11
(0.06) (0.07)

Treatment FR with Time 0.11+ 0.14*

(0.06) (0.06)
Expected Payoff Max −0.61*** −0.50***

Not Attack (0.08) (0.09)
Expected Payoff Difference 0.35*** 0.25***

(0.02) (0.02)
Risk Averse −0.19*** −0.33***

(0.05) (0.06)
Risk Loving 0.62*** 0.33***

(0.07) (0.07)
Female 0.21*** 0.04

(0.05) (0.06)
Age −0.05*** −0.07***

(0.01) (0.01)
Round −0.01*** −0.01*

(0.00) (0.00)
Intercept 0.73** 0.73*

(0.25) (0.28)
Predicted Probability 0.41 0.19

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. The base outcome variable
is Not Attack. + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

4. DISCUSSION

As Becker(36) argues, individuals are likely to
choose to engage in criminal activity if the expected
utility of doing so is greater than the expected util-
ity of abstaining. Utility is a mathematical construc-
tion that intends to represent a decisionmaker’s pref-
erences over alternatives, and this function accounts
for the benefits and costs of available options. In this
framework, potential attackers can be deterred by
changes in the costs and benefits of attacking as well
as the probability that they could be caught. How
sensitive an individual is to changes in benefits and
costs depends on the properties and shape of the
utility function. In our experiment, deterrence was
heavily influenced by changes in the potential pay-
offs and the probability of being caught. However, as
commonly found in experiments, the subjects do not
act to maximize expected payoffs, nor do they act to
maximize expected utility that incorporates only risk
preferences and beliefs. Another factor or factors are
also in operation.

Other models of decision making have been
proposed to account for various possible factors
that can explain deviations from the expected
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utility model. Two prominent ones are prospect
theory(17,37) and quantal response.(18) In prospect
theory, probabilities are weighted according to a
probability weighting function and individuals have
a reference point that determines whether they view
potential outcomes as gains or losses. In the quantal
response equilibrium, players can make errors when
choosing pure strategies. These errors are less likely
to occur the more costly the error is. Yet, neither
prospect theory nor quantal response predict any
difference between Scheme F and Scheme R. In
neither of these theories does a decisionmaker
who assesses the expected payoff and risk of one
alternative to be the same as another alternative
have any reason to prefer one option over another,
yet that is what we find in our study.

The results of our experiment suggest that as-
pects of the decision-making scenario not accounted
for by standard expected utility maximization,
prospect theory, or quantal response behavior may
affect behavior. One possibility is that decision
making could be influenced by whether options
are evaluated simultaneously or in isolation.(38) For
example, when attackers face two similar choices to
attack they may view them as more distinct when
evaluating them at the same time compared to when
they evaluated them separately. As a result, certain
attributes that may have not been as important to a
potential attacker may be more salient when com-
paring the two options, leading to what is called a
distinction bias.(38) This result has a practical implica-
tion for implementing defense at real-world targets.
For example, consider an attacker that can choose to
target a gate at one of two different airports, where
one airport is known to use a fixed guarding scheme
and the other is known to use a rotating guarding
scheme. Our findings suggest that the airport with
the fixed scheme has a higher chance of being at-
tacked. The key issue is that when different airports
(or ports, etc.) use different guarding schemes, then
the chance of one airport being attacked depends
partly on the security decisions of the other airports.

That respondents were equally likely to attack
in Treatment F and Treatment R, but preferred
to attack Scheme F over Scheme R in Treatment
FR, could potentially be interpreted as a type of
preference reversal paradox. In Treatment FR, while
respondents chose whether to attack Scheme F,
attack Scheme R, or not attack, the Scheme F and
Scheme R choices may be similar to a matching
response mode. That is, in Treatment FR respon-

dents chose between two gambles, Scheme F and
Scheme R, and a sure thing (not attack). Research
on the preference reversal effect(39,40) suggests that
the probability of success (or failure) is a prominent
cue when choosing between two gambles. While the
probability of success is defined to be the same for
Scheme F and Scheme R, 32% of the time subjects
reported that Scheme F was more likely to be
successful, and 14% of the time reported Scheme R
was more likely to be successful. If respondents were
more concerned about the likelihood of success in
Treatment FR, and Scheme F (R) was judged to have
a greater chance of success, then we would expect the
greater frequency of subjects selecting Scheme F (R).
But in Treatment F and Treatment R, respondents
choose between attacking or not attacking, which
involves a comparison between a single gamble and
a sure thing. In these attack versus not attack treat-
ments, respondents could be more likely to focus on
the outcomes; that is, the sure thing outcome (not
attack) versus the possible outcomes resulting from
an attack. Unlike Treatment FR, which requires
comparison of two gambles, respondents are placed
in the situation of evaluating the attack option.
While respondents are choosing between the gamble
and the sure thing, they are implicitly evaluating the
relative payoffs of the two options, attack versus not
attack. It is possible that Treatment F and Treatment
R trigger an evaluation mode in which the subjective
probability of success or failure receives much less
weight than in Treatment FR. Of course, since the
potential payoffs are the same in Treatment F and
Treatment R, one would predict no difference in the
likelihood of an attack if respondents are focused on
payoffs.

There exist two issues with the preference rever-
sal paradox explanation. First, if subjects are placing
more weight on the probability of success in Treat-
ment FR compared to Treatment F and Treatment
R, then we would expect the fraction of subjects
choosing not attack in Treatment FR to be different
compared to Treatment F and Treatment R. How-
ever, these rates were quite similar. Second, while the
subjective beliefs may have been important for some
subjects, 54% of the time subjects reported that both
Scheme F and Scheme R were equally likely to be
successful. Despite viewing the schemes as having the
same probability of success, Scheme F was still pre-
ferred over Scheme R. This suggests that there exists
an additional attribute or attributes that are impor-
tant in explaining the observed preference.
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Combining expected utility and the idea of dis-
tinction bias we can model individuals as having lex-
icographic preferences. Assume that there are a set
of options for an attacker to choose from, including
the choice to not attack. Define the set of options as
A= {a1, a2, . . . . . . ., an}. Each element of the set ai∈A

contains a set of attributes X = {x1, x2, . . . . . . ., xm}.
For simplicity assume that each option ai contains
two attributes: xi

1 and xi
2.

Definition 1. Option ai is lexicographically preferred
to option a j if and only if one of the following two
conditions are met:

(1) xi
1 > x j

1

(2) xi
1 = x j

1 and xi
2 ≥ x j

2

In our context, xi
1 could represent the expected

utility from the material payoffs of attacking or not
attacking and xi

2 could represent the perceived risk
of choosing that option. Perceived risk may capture
differences in the behavioral response between the
two schemes. When asked to discuss their choices at
the end of the experiment, a number of subjects re-
ported that they felt safer choosing Scheme F. Ex-
amples of subjects’ responses include: “It seemed the
most safe,” “I would rather have chosen to attack
something that doesn’t move, because I don’t think
I could take the emotional consequence of being
caught based on chance of rotation,” and “I felt safest
with stationary guards.” Since deterrence rates were
similar between the two schemes when subjects could
not choose, it is possible that Scheme F only feels
different to subjects when compared to Scheme R.
When subjects can choose between targets with dif-
ferent schemes, the movement of the guards may be-
come more salient, leading them to perceive Scheme
F as safer. Our model differs from distinction bias
because it is only when options are the same in ex-
pected utility that the second attribute matters. As
a result, it is possible that attacking behavior would
be similar when Scheme F and Scheme R are pre-
sented alone. However, if some individuals have lexi-
cographic preferences then when subjects can choose
between the schemes they may prefer one scheme
over the other.

Possible support for our interpretation may be
found in dual-process theory, which suggests that
people have two systems (System I and System II) of
reasoning that may influence decision making.(41–44)

Relying on emotion and intuition, System I tends
to be fast and automatic. System II operates more

slowly, focusing on logic and rule-based reasoning.
In one study, Gelder et al.(45) showed that priming
subjects in tasks focusing on a specific system prior to
making risk judgments led to that system being more
predictive of risky choice. It is possible that when
comparing the two schemes, subjects feel better
about choosing Scheme F compared to Scheme R,
and this intuitive feeling could be what is driving
the observed behavior. Indeed, research on the
affect heuristic finds that intuitive (System I) feelings
about an alternative guide an individual’s judgment,
including the assessment of the riskiness of that
alternative.(46,47) Though the affect heuristic may
be at work in our study, we note that such feelings
in our study are at work independently of the risk
assessment; remember that individuals who report
identical risk and expected payoffs for both Scheme
F and Scheme R still prefer Scheme F to Scheme
R. This suggests that the affect heuristic could
be at work in our experiment but with additional
nuance. Future research is needed to verify whether
this theory or some other theory best accounts for
the observed behavior and to rule out potential
alternative explanations.

5. CONCLUSION

In the experiment, deterrence was clearly in-
fluenced by the probability of success, payoffs, and
risk preferences. The results from this study suggest
that the assumption that attackers are expected value
maximizers may be too strong. As argued in Shieh
et al.,(5) Pita et al.,(6) and Yang et al.,(7) real-world
decision-making software could be improved by in-
corporating more realistic assumptions of adversary
behavior.

The results from this study suggest that when
given the choice the majority of people would
prefer to attack Scheme F compared to Scheme R.
Interestingly, despite this preference, there was little
difference in deterrence rates when subjects could
only choose to attack Scheme F or only choose to
attack Scheme R. Even when subjects held correct
beliefs about the probability of being caught for the
two schemes, there was still a preference to attack
Scheme F. One potential explanation for this result
is that subjects may be prone to a distinction bias.(38)

In isolation, the two schemes may seem quite similar
to subjects. However, when viewed jointly the differ-
ences between the two schemes may become more
salient to subjects, leading to differences in observed
choices. Similarly, subjects may have lexicographic
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preferences. As assumed in our model, subjects may
be concerned primarily about the expected utility
of their choices. This predicts that the deterrence
rates for both schemes in isolation should be similar.
However, when presented with both Scheme F and
R the expected utility for each scheme does not
differ. In this case, subjects choose the option that
gives them the lowest perceived risk, which appeared
to be Scheme F for the majority of subjects.

This study demonstrates the importance of con-
sidering the risk perception of adversaries. The per-
ceived risk of attackers can influence both beliefs
about the success of an attack and the selection of tar-
gets. Even if potential targets are similar in both risk
and payoffs, the way guards protect those targets can
influence which target is likely to be attacked. Ac-
counting for adversary risk perception may improve
security and minimize the expected costs caused from
attacks by both criminals and terrorists.
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